
2019 FALL CHALLENGE 

This fall the challenge is about values.    We will try to limit our palette to either a low key value 

scheme or a high key value scheme. 

High key describes the set of color values that range from mid-tone hues to white, while low key spans 
the range from mid-tone to black.

 
All paint colours have a tonal position that relates to the black to white graded scale.   You can use red 
cellophane to view the colours or take black and white photocopies to translate colour into grayscale. 

High key paintings usually feel airy and light. Often the light source washes out the scene and 

there are very few deep shadows.  The main thing is that the values are in the lighter part of the 

scale.   A high-key painting that contains mostly mid to light values provides an opportunity for 

spotlighting a darker subject.    An arrangement of high key colors can produce a glimmering 

effect.  

Low key paintings can be very dramatic or gloomy.  The darks will be around black and lights will be 
around the middle value range.   When painting in a low key, an effective technique can be to use small 
bursts of light color to act as powerful accents.     A low key can be great for painting scenes at night, 
during a storm or interior scenes.   
 
See examples of high key paintings at  
 
https://drawpaintacademy.com/high-key-paintings/ 
 
See examples of low key paintings at 
 
 https://drawpaintacademy.com/how-to-create-dramatic-paintings-in-a-low-key/ 

https://drawpaintacademy.com/high-key-paintings/
https://drawpaintacademy.com/how-to-create-dramatic-paintings-in-a-low-key/


The Fall Challenge is to pick either a high key or a low key scheme and create a work of art in that key.   
It may be done in any style, any medium, any size, any type of surface.   The challenge is due Friday, 
December 6th 2019. 
 

Have fun! 
 
 
Much of this information was taken from the website www.drawpaintacademy.com and from the book 
'The Watercolor Artist's guide to exceptional color'. 

 


